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Dear sylvia, 

Thanks for your note of the 22d and the good advice. While I generally would 
prefer to avoid all such involvements in this case there is a special if time-consuming 
reason for not doing so. 

i have not had time to go over the almost 60,000 pages I've received and I do not expect to have time for this in the near future. Nothwithstanding this situation I an pressing for the earlier 40,001 pages and have filed complaints to get some of the field office #ecordd that have not been released./ : 
My concern is over what the FBI does with its own distortions and fabrications 

and permitting these defamations to be spread all over, throughoutithe bureaveracy to 
the President himself and in making them available forever in its reading room, 

I have samples relating to me and not to me alone. Incredible Nazism! 

I'll learn about records on you. only as others provide citations and ask for copies 
or go over the records on their own, here, and find what they call to my attention, 

There will be a limited amount of control over this. I will not take. time to find, 
copy and mail records for those I regard as irresponsible, 

Only my wife runs the copying machine, In the cases to now I have established a 
separate file of copies under the name of those who obtained the copies. 

The National Enquirer wanted me to go over the records they selected, to see if I 
could be of help. The found several Sections in which there were references to me. I went 
over each of those sections. I foud but a single and non-defamatory record mentioning 
youe 1t is enclosed, 

So you should be aware that in connection with its operations against the critics 
the FBI has generated many false, distorted and defamatory records. and that I amy be 
entirely unaware of any on you even though I may have them. 

We are at the appeals stage in the suit for the remaining eX. sess. transcripts. — 
To now we have been imposed uppn by false CIA représentations relating to need to protect 
sources and methods, even Nosenko's life, and the regular "national security" line. 

i have gone over the New York piece and believe it will be exceedingly helpful 
because the same CIA that ordains I may not know what the WC discussed about what Nosenko 
said about Oswald and the assassination because even letting these words be known could 
get the JGB to kill him is also the same CIA that sent Nosenko to Epstein(ker) ad well as 
Barron before him, 

You may see tr hear what I do not either see or hear. I hope to be able to get all 
the New York articles. (I do not know if it is sold locally.) I'll for sure go over RD. 
But if you come accross anything that could establish a case against the CIA in this and 
other litigation or against Epsetiy as serving their interests I'd appreciate it as 
rapidly as possible so we can use it in court. Fortunetaly I was precise and aecurate in 
my forecast of the Epsteink and as a general statement it was already before the court. 

Also, it is not. impossible that I may receive a major audience for TV response, so 
I'd like to be as informed as possible, 

I've had to abandon all magazine subscriptions. No time to read them. 

Best wishes and the hope that you are well, 


